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Its newest anti-malware software, Chimera Tool Cracke Keygen Serial can detect not only existing malware on a user's computer, but.Q: How can I improve code quality in Python by writing less code? I am trying to read in a file
and write out another with just minor modifications. I'm using Python 2.7. I'm trying to use the least amount of code possible. Here's the code, obviously the file I'm reading in has less than the file I'm writing out. with
open('in.csv', 'r') as infile, open('out.csv', 'w') as outfile: # Read in the records and writes out the records, stripping off commas for record in infile: outfile.write(record.replace(',','.')) The output would ideally be: a,b,c 1.2.3,4,5
.5,0.7,1 but it's still not working. A: If you just want to strip out the commas, you can use replace with a function of no arguments. But if you want to do something with the values, I'd suggest using the csv module and put it in a
try/catch block: import csv f = open('in.csv', 'r') outfile = open('out.csv', 'w') reader = csv.reader(f) writer = csv.writer(outfile, lineterminator=' ') try: for row in reader: writer.writerow(row) finally: f.close() outfile.close() Q: Why
is my Viewholder not inflating after rotation? I have a RecyclerView which is the main view of my fragment. I have a holder class which extends RecyclerView.ViewHolder. The view of the holder has a lot of Buttons, which are
inflated at the start. The view is infalted in onCreateView but the Buttons are not inflating after the orientation change. I have
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